Interactive primer- and probe-design with CaSSiS
Designing primers and probes for molecular diagnostic methods depends on the identification of
oligonucleotide signatures, short binding sites on genome or marker gene sequences.
CaSSiS is able to determine such signatures even under relaxed search conditions.
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Bipartite Graph Representation Tree
CaSSiS relies on the Bipartite Graph Representation Tree (BGRT)
[Bader et al., 2011], a newly developed data structure for fast
sequence-to-signature mapping. Results are sorted by their degree
of specificity, and all signatures guarantee a defined weighted
mismatch value [Yilmaz et al., 2008] as a measurement for the
Hamming distance to non-target sequences.
Comprehensive signature computation
CaSSiS’ command line version was designed for the computation
of comprehensive signature collections from large hierarchically
clustered sequence datasets, i.e. signature candidates for every
group and sequence. It aims at maintainers of sequence
databases wishing to provide signature collections along with their
public datasets.
Tested gene datasets
CaSSiS was successfully tested with SILVA databases [Pruesse et
al., 2007], the largest collection of annotated aligned SSU-rRNA
sequences of almost full length (>900 nt). The release slv_106_red
(325,626 sequences, resulting in over 470 million relations) was
processed on a Core i7 system within 20 hours with a peak
memory consumption of 11 GBytes. Specific 18-mer signatures
with full coverage were found for 15.9% of the corresponding
phylogenetic groups and 71.8% of the sequences. Allowing up to
10 non-target matches increased their number to 39.0% and
92.1%.
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Signature extraction & storage
For end users primarily interested in few defined target groups (but
still with large background data), single queries instead of a
comprehensive signature set computation are sufficient. CaSSiS
was therefore extended: Computationally intensive mappings on
high-performance systems can now be stored. (The slv_106_red
BGRT needs only 856 MBytes of space.) End users can then use
these mappings for querying user-defined groups.
Interactive querying
A new, intuitive graphical interface allows group selection within a
loaded phylogenetic tree or its definition as a list of identifiers. By
allowing a range of non-target hits, users may influence the
specificity. Single requests are usually processed within a second.
The result is a list of signatures with maximum coverage
(sensitivity) for each entry within the range of allowed non-target
matches and their thermodynamic characteristics.
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Availability: CaSSiS is available for download at http://cassis.in.tum.de/
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